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We consider the ﬁnite radially symmetric deformation of a circular cylindrical tube of a homogeneous
transversely isotropic elastic material subject to axial stretch, radial deformation and torsion, supported
by axial load, internal pressure and end moment. Two different directions of transverse isotropy are con-
sidered: the radial direction and an arbitrary direction in planes normal locally to the radial direction, the
only directions for which the considered deformation is admissible in general. In the absence of body
forces, formulas are obtained for the internal pressure, and the resultant axial load and torsional moment
on the ends of the tube in respect of a general strain-energy function. For a speciﬁc material model of
transversely isotropic elasticity, and material and geometrical parameters, numerical results are used
to illustrate the dependence of the pressure, (reduced) axial load and moment on the radial stretch
and a measure of the torsional deformation for a ﬁxed value of the axial stretch.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
It is well known from the literature (see, for example, the re-
view by Saccomandi (2001)) that, in the absence of body forces, a
number of deformations can be supported in equilibrium in an
incompressible isotropic nonlinearly elastic solid material by
application of surface tractions alone. Such deformations are said
to be controllable. If, within a given class of materials, the deforma-
tion is controllable for all materials and independent of any speciﬁc
constitutive law in the considered class then the deformation is
said to be universal (within the considered class). Saccomandi
(2001) introduced the term relative-universal for situations where
the class of materials is a subclass of a general class of materials.
The deformation that is of particular interest in the present paper
is a combined deformation consisting of the (i) ﬁnite extension, (ii)
inﬂation and (iii) torsion of a cylindrical circular tube, which, for an
isotropic material, is indeed universal. However, for anisotropic
materials, in particular for the transversely isotropic materials with
which we are concerned is this paper, this deformation is only con-
trollable for certain directions of transverse isotropy, and then, in
these cases, it is also universal.
Several authors have studied the deformations (i)–(iii) for iso-
tropic materials from many different perspectives in the past. Inbrief, torsional deformations for incompressible isotropic materials
were ﬁrst examined in a series of papers by Rivlin (1948, 1949a,b)
while associated experimental data were provided in Rivlin (1947)
and Rivlin and Saunders (1951). Gent and Rivlin (1952), guided by
the theoretical results of Rivlin (1949b), performed experiments to
obtain data for the problem of combined uniform extension, uni-
form inﬂation and small amplitude torsion. Comparison of the Og-
den model (Ogden, 1972) for rubberlike solids with the data given
in Rivlin and Saunders (1951) for solid and tubular cylinders com-
posed of natural rubber under combined extension and torsional
deformation has been presented by Ogden and Chadwick (1972).
A detailed analysis of the combined extension and inﬂation of such
materials with particular reference to bifurcation into non-circular
cylindrical modes of deformation was provided by Haughton and
Ogden (1979a,b).
More recently, Horgan and Saccomandi (1999) used a material
model incorporating limiting chain extensibility to capture the
hardening response of incompressible isotropic elastic materials
under large strain torsional deformations, while Kanner and Hor-
gan (2008) were concerned with investigating the effects of strain
stiffening on the response of solid circular cylinders in the com-
bined deformation of torsion superimposed on axial extension.
For compressible isotropic materials, for which the deforma-
tions (i)–(iii) are not, in general, controllable, a class of materials
admitting isochoric pure torsional deformation was proposed by
Polignone and Horgan (1991). In the same spirit, Kirkinis and
Ogden (2002) derived analogous solutions and also introduced a
methodology for generating corresponding results for
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ellipticity have also been studied in Beatty (1996) and Horgan and
Polignone (1995), respectively, amongst others.
The contributions mentioned above related to rubberlike mate-
rials, but more recently attention has also been focused on elastic
deformations of soft biological tissues in the context of biomechan-
ics, and these materials are in general anisotropic, typically trans-
versely isotropic or orthotropic. To the best of our knowledge, very
few authors have studied the deformations (i)–(iii) for anisotropic
elastic solids in the ﬁnite deformation regime, in particular for
incompressible transversely isotropic elastic solids, including ﬁ-
bre-reinforced materials, although Green and Adkins (1970) pre-
sented some general theoretical results for a transversely
isotropic circular cylindrical tube subject to axial extension, inﬂa-
tion and torsion for the case in which the axis of transverse isot-
ropy is aligned with the tube axis. Also, under the restriction of
idealized ﬁbre reinforcement (i.e. inextensible ﬁbres), Spencer
(1972) discussed the problem of extension and torsion of solid
elastic cylinders augmented with one or two families of helical ﬁ-
bres, although the analysis is mainly restricted to the linear theory
(see also the interesting discussion relating to two symmetric heli-
cally disposed ﬁbre families in Spencer (1984)). For large deforma-
tions, in the context of soft tissue biomechanics (with particular
reference to arteries), the problem of extension and inﬂation has
been examined by Ogden and Schulze-Bauer (2000), with the
anisotropy associated with helical ﬁbre reinforcement, which is
used to model the contribution of embedded collagen ﬁbres to
the overall response of the tissue, while Horgan and Saccomandi
(2003) discussed the combined extension and inﬂation problem
for soft tissues by taking into account limiting chain extensibility.
A thorough analysis of the elastic response of arteries, for simulta-
neous extension, inﬂation and torsion, was provided by Holzapfel
et al. (2000).
In the present analysis, we consider the problem of combined
ﬁnite extension/contraction, radial contraction/expansion and tor-
sion of a circular cylindrical tube of homogeneous elastic material
with speciﬁc directions of transverse isotropy (which may be, but
need not necessarily be considered as a material reinforced by a
single family of ﬁbres). In particular, in Section 2 we introduce
the notation and summarize the necessary kinematics for the com-
bined deformation in an incompressible material. We then sum-
marize, in Section 3, the constitutive equation for a transversely
isotropic material, and the equilibrium equations (in the absence
of body forces) are used to obtain general formulas for the internal
pressure in the tube, the resultant axial load and moment on the
ends of the tube that are applied to maintain the prescribed defor-
mation in respect of a general transversely isotropic form of consti-
tutive law. These results, which also apply in the isotropic
specialization, recover the formulas given in Haughton and Ogden
(1979a), for the case in which no torsion is applied to the tube.
In Section 4 we highlight the fact that, for transversely isotropic
materials, the considered deformation cannot be maintained for all
possible directions of transverse isotropy, and we therefore spe-
cialize to those directions which are admissible, speciﬁcally the ra-
dial direction and directions locally lying in planes normal to the
radius of the tube.
In general, closed form solutions are not obtainable in simple
form, and in order to illustrate the results we therefore provide
numerical results based on a simple prototype form of transversely
isotropic strain-energy function in Section 5. In particular, we
show, in graphical form, how, for a ﬁxed value of the axial exten-
sion, the pressure, the (reduced) axial load and the moment de-
pend on the applied torsion and radial stretch for a speciﬁc tube
thickness and transverse isotropy parameter. Finally, a brief sum-
mary of the results is given in the concluding Section 6.2. Kinematics and geometry
Consider a material continuumwhich, when unstressed and un-
strained, occupies the reference conﬁguration Br. Let a typical
material point in this conﬁguration be identiﬁed by its position
vector X. The corresponding position vector in the deformed con-
ﬁguration B is denoted x and the deformation from Br to B is writ-
ten x ¼ vðXÞ, where the vector function v is referred to as the
deformation (we are considering quasi-static deformations here).
The deformation gradient tensor, denoted F, is given by
F ¼ GradvðXÞ; ð1Þ
where Grad is the gradient operator with respect to X. The associ-
ated right and left Cauchy–Green deformation tensors, denoted C
and B respectively, are deﬁned as
C ¼ FTF ¼ U2; B ¼ FFT ¼ V2; ð2Þ
where U and V, respectively, are the right and the left stretch ten-
sors, which are positive deﬁnite and symmetric and come from
the polar decompositions F ¼ RU ¼ VR;R being a proper orthogonal
tensor. For a homogeneous incompressible nonlinearly isotropic
elastic solid, the elastic stored energy (deﬁned per unit volume) de-
pends on only two invariants, which are the principal invariants of C
(equivalently of B), deﬁned by
I1 ¼ trðCÞ ¼ k21 þ k22 þ k23; I2 ¼ trðC1Þ ¼ k21k22 þ k21k23 þ k22k23; ð3Þ
where ki > 0; i 2 f1;2;3g, are the principal stretches, i.e. the eigen-
values of U and V. The incompressibility constraint, which in terms
of F is
detF ¼ 1; ð4Þ
may be written in terms of the principal stretches as
k1k2k3 ¼ 1: ð5Þ
If the material has a single distinguished direction (the direction
of transverse isotropy), identiﬁed by the unit vectorM in the refer-
ence conﬁguration, two more invariants, denoted I4 and I5 (in gen-
eral independent), are introduced that are associated with M.
These invariants are deﬁned by
I4 ¼ FM  FM ¼m m; I5 ¼ CM  CM ¼m  Bm; ð6Þ
where we have introduced the vector m ¼ FM, which represents
the direction of transverse isotropy in the deformed conﬁguration.
In general m is not a unit vector.
2.1. Combined extension, inﬂation and torsion
We now consider a circular cylindrical tube, which, in terms of
cylindrical polar coordinate ðR;H; ZÞ, is deﬁned by
A 6 R 6 B; 0 6 H 6 2p; 0 6 Z 6 L ð7Þ
in the reference conﬁguration Br, where A and B are the internal and
external radii and L is the length of the tube. The position vector X
of a point of the tube is given by
X ¼ RER þ ZEZ ; ð8Þ
where ER and EZ are the unit basis vectors associated with R and Z,
respectively. We also denote by EH the corresponding unit vector
associated with H.
The position vector x in the deformed tube is written
x ¼ rer þ zez; ð9Þ
where we make use of cylindrical polar coordinates ðr; h; zÞ in B,
which are associated with unit basis vectors er; eh; ez. The
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tion and a superimposed torsion is deﬁned by
r ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2 þ k1z ðR2  A2Þ
q
; h ¼ Hþ skzZ; z ¼ kzZ; ð10Þ
where kz is the (uniform) axial stretch of the cylinder, s is the tor-
sional deformation per unit deformed length (plane cross sections
of the tube remain plane and an initial radius at station Z turns
through an angle sz after axial extension), and the deformed geom-
etry of the tube is deﬁned by
a 6 r 6 b; 0 6 h 6 2p; 0 6 z 6 l ¼ kzL: ð11Þ
For this deformation the deformation gradient is calculated
explicitly as
F ¼ kr er  ER þ kh eh  EH þ kz ez  EZ þ kzceh  EZ ; ð12Þ
where we have deﬁned c as c ¼ sr and kr and kh are the principal
stretches in the radial and azimuthal directions prior to application
of the torsion. Once the torsion is applied kh and kz are no longer
principal stretches. Nevertheless, the incompressibility constraint
(5) becomes
krkhkz ¼ 1; ð13Þ
which is independent of c. In general, application of the torsion will
change the geometry given by (11) but here we ﬁx the length l dur-
ing torsion and the internal radius a and ensure that the circular
cylindrical conﬁguration is maintained. The deformation tensors
(2) are calculated as
C ¼ k2r ER  ER þ k2hEH  EH þ k2z ð1þ c2ÞEZ  EZ þ ckzkhðEH  EZ þ EZ  EHÞ;
B ¼ k2r er  er þ ðk2h þ c2k2z Þeh  eh þ k2zez  ez þ ck2z ðeh  ez þ ez  ehÞ:
ð14Þ
For the considered deformation one of the Eulerian principal
axes remains aligned with er and corresponds to the principal
stretch k1 ¼ kr . Now let vðiÞ; i 2 f1;2;3g, be the unit Eulerian prin-
cipal axes associated with the deformation (i.e. the principal axes
of B), and ki; i 2 f1;2;3g, be the corresponding principal stretches.
Then, we may express vðiÞ in terms of er ; eh and ez, in the form
vð1Þ ¼ er ; vð2Þ ¼ cosweh þ sinwez;
vð3Þ ¼  sinweh þ coswez; ð15Þ
where w identiﬁes the orientation of the axes vð2Þ and vð3Þ in the
ðeh; ezÞ plane.
The spectral decomposition of B is given by
B ¼
X3
i¼1
k2i v
ðiÞ  vðiÞ ð16Þ
and combining this with (14)2 and using (15) we obtain the
connections
k1 ¼ kr ; ðk22  k23Þ sinw cosw ¼ ck2z ;
k22 cos
2 wþ k23 sin2 w ¼ k2h þ c2k2z ; k22 sin2 wþ k23 cos2 w ¼ k2z ; ð17Þ
from which we deduce that
k2k3 ¼ khkz; k22 þ k23 ¼ k2h þ k2z ðc2 þ 1Þ;
ðk22  k23Þ cos 2w ¼ k2h þ k2z ðc2  1Þ; ðk22  k23Þ sin 2w ¼ 2ck2z
ð18Þ
and then
tan2w ¼ 2ck
2
z
k2h þ k2z ðc2  1Þ
: ð19Þ
Note that in different notation the above equations were de-
rived by Ogden and Chadwick (1972); see also Kirkinis and Ogden
(2002) for the case of extension and torsion of a compressible elas-
tic circular cylinder.It is also easily shown that k2 and k3 are given in terms of kh; kz
and c through
k22 ¼ k2h cos2 wþ k2z ðc coswþ sinwÞ2;
k23 ¼ k2h sin2 wþ k2z ðc sinw coswÞ2: ð20Þ
Since kh; kz and c are independent, the properties
kh
@k2
@kh
þ kz @k2
@kz
¼ k2; kh @k3
@kh
þ kz @k3
@kz
¼ k3;
kh
@k2
@kh
þ c @k2
@c
¼ k2 cos2 w; kh @k3
@kh
þ c @k3
@c
¼ k3 sin2 w ð21Þ
can be established from (18).
As a prelude to the next section we record here the explicit
expressions for the invariants I1; I2; I4; I5 for the considered defor-
mation with the directionM having components ðMR;MH;MZÞwith
respect to the reference cylindrical polar coordinates:
I1 ¼ k2r þ k2h þ k2z ð1þ c2Þ;
I2 ¼ k2hk2z þ k2r k2z ð1þ c2Þ þ k2r k2h ;
I4 ¼ k2r M2R þ ðkhMH þ ckzMZÞ2 þ k2zM2Z ;
I5 ¼ k4r M2R þ k2hðk2h þ c2k2z ÞM2H þ 2ckhkzðk2h þ k2z þ c2k2z ÞMHMZ
þ k2z ½c2k2h þ ð1þ c2Þ
2
k2z M2Z : ð22Þ3. Constitutive laws
For a homogeneous incompressible elastic solid the strain en-
ergy is a function only of the deformation gradient F, and we write
the strain-energy function as WðFÞ per unit volume, although, by
objectivity, W depends on F only through the right Cauchy–Green
tensor C deﬁned in (2). The Cauchy stress tensor r is given by
r ¼ F @W
@F
 pI; ð23Þ
where p is a Lagrange multiplier associated with the incompress-
ibility constraint (4) and I is the identity tensor.
For a transversely isotropic material, W depends on the invari-
ants I1; I2; I4; I5, and we write W ¼ WðI1; I2; I4; I5Þ without changing
the notation for the functional dependence ofW. The Cauchy stress
can then be expanded out in the standard form
r ¼ 2W1Bþ 2W2 ðI1I BÞBþ 2W4mmþ 2W5ðm Bm
þ BmmÞ  pI; ð24Þ
where Wi ¼ @W=@Ii; i 2 f1;2;4;5g. The reference conﬁguration Br,
in which I1 ¼ I2 ¼ 3 and I4 ¼ I5 ¼ 1, is taken to be stress free, and
the strain energy W is measured from the reference conﬁguration.
Thus, on evaluation of (24) in Br,
2W1ð3;3;1;1Þ þ 4W2ð3;3;1;1Þ ¼ p0;
W4ð3;3;1;1Þ þ 2W5ð3;3;1;1Þ ¼ 0; ð25Þ
as well as Wð3;3;1;1Þ ¼ 0, as given by Merodio and Ogden (2002),
where p0 is the value of p in the reference conﬁguration.
For the considered deformation the invariants I1; I2; I4; I5 depend
on only three independent deformation variables, which we take to
be kh; kz and c, while kr is given by (13) in terms of kh and kz, and we
write the strain energy as a function of these three variables, spe-
ciﬁcally W^ðkh; kz; cÞ, which is deﬁned by
W^ðkh; kz; cÞ ¼ WðI1; I2; I4; I5Þ; ð26Þ
with I1; I2; I4; I5 given by (22).
Then, a straightforward calculation using the appropriate spe-
cialization of the components of the Cauchy stress in (24) leads
to the compact formulas
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@kh
þ c @W^
@c
; rhz ¼ @W^
@c
;
rhh þ rzz  2rrr ¼ kh @W^
@kh
þ kz @W^
@kz
: ð27Þ
We emphasize that these hold independently of the direction of the
vectorM. Note, however, that no corresponding simple formulas are
available for the stress components rrh and rrz. An equivalent set of
equations, expressed in terms of the components of the Green strain
tensor E ¼ ðC IÞ=2, was given by Holzapfel et al. (2000).
3.1. Equilibrium and boundary loads
In the absence of body forces the Cauchy stress tensor must sat-
isfy the equilibrium equation divr ¼ 0. Since kh and c depend on
one spatial variable only, namely r, and kz is uniform, the cylindri-
cal polar components of Cauchy stress likewise depend only on r,
and the equilibrium equation therefore reduces to the three stan-
dard component equations
r
d
dr
ðrrrÞ þ rrr  rhh ¼ 0; ddr ðr
2rrhÞ ¼ 0; ddr ðrrrzÞ ¼ 0: ð28Þ
Eq. (28)1 can be integrated to give
rrrðbÞ  rrrðaÞ ¼
Z b
a
ðrhh  rrrÞdrr ; ð29Þ
where rrrðaÞ and rrrðbÞ are the values of the radial stress rrr on the
boundaries r ¼ a and r ¼ b, respectively. Eqs. (28)2,3 are integrated
immediately to give
rrh ¼ c1r2 ; rrz ¼
c2
r
; ð30Þ
where c1 and c2 are constants. In general, because the deformation
is known as a function of r, i.e. c ¼ sr; kh  r=R ¼
r=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½kzðr2  a2Þ þ A2
q
, and kz is constant, the latter two solutions
are untenable since they are not compatible with the speciﬁc forms
of rrh and rrz that arise from the constitutive equation, as will be-
come clear in Section 4, and we shall consider only the special sit-
uations in which they are possible solutions. This means that we
can only consider situations in which the constitutive law leads to
rrh ¼ rrz ¼ 0, and hence c1 ¼ c2 ¼ 0.
Let us now suppose that the curved boundaries of the tube are
subject to an inﬂating pressure P on r ¼ a and no radial traction on
r ¼ b, so that rrrðaÞ ¼ P and rrrðbÞ ¼ 0. Then, on use of (27)1, Eq.
(29) becomes
P ¼
Z b
a
kh
@W^
@kh
þ c @W^
@c
 !
dr
r
: ð31Þ
The resultant axial load N on an end of the tube (and on any
cross section) is calculated from
N ¼
Z b
a
Z 2p
0
rzzrdrdh ¼ 2p
Z b
a
rzzrdr; ð32Þ
which can be rearranged in a standard way using (28)1 and the
boundary values of rrr to obtain
N ¼ p
Z b
a
ð2rzz  rrr  rhhÞrdr þ pa2P ð33Þ
and hence, on use of (27),
N ¼ p
Z b
a
2kz
@W^
@kz
 kh @W^
@kh
 3c @W^
@c
 !
rdr þ pa2P: ð34Þ
A corresponding expression is obtained for the resultant mo-
ment M. This is deﬁned asM ¼
Z b
a
Z 2p
0
rhzr2 drdh ð35Þ
and hence, on use of (27)2,
M ¼ 2p
Z b
a
@W^
@c
r2 dr: ð36Þ
Note that, since c ¼ sr, Eq. (36) can be used to rewrite (34) as
N ¼ p
Z b
a
2kz
@W^
@kz
 kh @W^
@kh
 !
rdr  3
2
sM þ pa2P: ð37Þ
We also make use of the so-called reduced axial load Nr deﬁned by
Nr ¼ N  pa2P ¼ p
Z b
a
2kz
@W^
@kz
 kh @W^
@kh
 !
rdr  3
2
sM; ð38Þ
which reduces the total axial load by the axial contribution due to
the pressure on the ends of a closed-ended tube.
4. Admissible directions of transverse isotropy
As indicated above, the solutions (30) are not in general com-
patible with the expressions for rrh and rrz obtained from (24),
which are
rrh ¼ 2krMRfkhMH½W4 þ ðk2r þ k2h þ c2k2z ÞW5 þ ckzMZ ½W4
þ ðk2r þ k2h þ c2k2z þ k2z ÞW5g; ð39Þ
rrz ¼ 2krMRfkhck2zMHW5 þ kzMZ ½W4 þ ðk2r þ c2k2z þ k2z ÞW5g:
ð40Þ
For the problem of extension, inﬂation and torsion non-zero
stresses rrh and rrz are generated by the presence of the preferred
direction, except for the situations in which either MR ¼ 0 or
MH ¼ MZ ¼ 0 when they both vanish and c1 ¼ c2 ¼ 0, as is also
the case for an isotropic material (M ¼ 0). If we take MZ ¼ 0, for
example, they reduce to
rrh ¼ 2k1z MRMH½W4 þ ðk2r þ k2h þ c2k2z ÞW5;
rrz ¼ 2ckzMRMHW5; ð41Þ
but still the solutions (30) are not in general consistent with these
expressions. Similarly if we take MH ¼ 0 instead of MZ ¼ 0.
In the following, therefore, we consider only the two cases iden-
tiﬁed above, i.e.MR ¼ 1 andMR ¼ 0. For these two cases the consid-
ered deformation is controllable and also relative-universal in the
full class of transversely isotropic elastic materials, for each case
separately.
4.1. Radial transverse isotropy
First we consider the case of transverse isotropy in the radial
direction, so MR ¼ 1 and MH ¼ MZ ¼ 0;m ¼ FM ¼ krer; I4 ¼ k2r and
I5 ¼ I24. In particular, we see that under extension and inﬂation
(kh > 1 and kz > 1) the radial direction is compressed. Here we
are allowing the direction of transverse isotropy to support com-
pression, which is commonly not the case when associating the
direction with that of biopolymer ﬁbres or ﬁlaments such as colla-
gen (Holzapfel et al., 2000). Note, in particular, that neither I4 nor I5
depends on c, and thus the presence of the transverse isotropy
does not contribute more to the strain energy as a result of torsion
than the corresponding isotropic material. Moreover, we have
rrh ¼ rrz ¼ 0 from (39) and (40), so that c1 ¼ c2 ¼ 0.
In fact, it is easy to see that in this case r is coaxial with B, just
as for an isotropic material, and therefore yields the universal
relation
Fig. 1. Plot of I4 against negative c for kh ¼ kz ¼ 1 with a ¼ 0;p=6;p=4;p=3;p=2,
labelled 1;2;3;4;5, respectively.
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k2h þ c2k2z  k2z
¼ rhz
rhh  rzz ¼
1
2
tan2w
 
: ð42Þ
For general discussion of universal relations we refer to Pucci
and Saccomandi (1997) and Saccomandi (2001).
4.2. Transverse isotropy with MR ¼ 0
First we note that the case MR ¼ 0 includes the case of circum-
ferential transverse isotropy, for which MH ¼ 1;MZ ¼ 0;m ¼
FM ¼ kheh, and hence I4 ¼ k2h and I5 ¼ I24. Again the invariants are
independent of c, but, unlike the radial case, r is not coaxial with
B. More generally, when the direction of transverse isotropy is
not circumferential but has no radial componentM can be written
M ¼ cosaEH þ sinaEZ ; ð43Þ
where a, with 0 6 a 6 p=2, is the angle that the direction makes lo-
cally with the azimuthal direction. In this situation the invariants I4
and I5 are given by
I4 ¼ ðkh cosaþ ckz sinaÞ2 þ k2z sin2 a;
I5 ¼ ðkh cosaþ ckz sinaÞ2ðk2h þ c2k2z Þ þ k4z sin2 a
þ 2ck3z ðkh cosaþ ckz sinaÞ sina ð44Þ
and it can be shown thatFig. 2. Plots of (a) the dimensionless pressure P ¼ P=l and (b) the reduced axial
q ¼ 4;g ¼ 4; kz ¼ 1:2 and the following values of the dimensionless torsional strain s :I5 ¼ I4ðI1  k2h k2z Þ  k2hk2z : ð45Þ
The stress components rrh and rrz are both zero in this situa-
tion, and the remaining stress components are given by (27), with
MR ¼ 0 being implicit.
For positive c, both I4 and I5 are monotonic increasing functions
of each of c; kh and kz. Thus, in this case the preferred directions are
extending. For c < 0 and kz ﬁxed, I4 has a minimum when
ckh=kz ¼  cota, and its minimum value may be expressed as
k2z sin
2 a, which may be greater than or less than 1. To illustrate this
we plot, in Fig. 1, I4 against c for negative values of c with
kh ¼ kz ¼ 1. For other values of kh and kz the plots are similar. As
pointed out in Merodio and Ogden (2005) for the simple shear of
ﬁbre-reinforced materials, this means that certain preferred direc-
tions contract as c decreases from zero, reach a minimum length
after which the length increases until it surpasses its initial value
and continues to extend.
The situation with I5 is not so straightforward, and closed form
results for a minimum are not forthcoming, but for certain values
of a two minima can be found, as shown in Merodio and Ogden
(2005) for simple shear. Because of this complication we do not
consider I5 further in this paper.
5. A neo-Hookean transversely isotropic material
In order to illustrate the results further we consider a speciﬁc
form of strain-energy function, denoted W and deﬁned by
W ¼ l
2
I1  3þ qðI4  1Þ2
h i
; ð46Þ
where l (>0) is a constant, which would correspond to the shear
modulus in the undeformed conﬁguration of a neo-Hookean isotro-
pic material, while q (>0) is a constant that measures the strength of
the reinforcement. The ﬁrst term corresponds to the energy of the
neo-Hookean base material and the second term to the energy asso-
ciated with the direction of transverse isotropy, referred to as the
standard reinforcing model in situations where the isotropic base
material is reinforced with ﬁbres of a stronger material.
We apply this model to the speciﬁc cases of the transversely
isotropic directions mentioned in the previous section. In each case
we give results for P;M and the reduced axial load Nr ¼ N  pa2P in
dimensionless form P;M and Nr , deﬁned by
P ¼ P
l
; M ¼ M
plA3
; Nr ¼
Nr
plA2
ð47Þload Nr ¼ Nr=ðpA2lÞ against ka for the case of radial transverse isotropy with
0;0:3;0:5;0:7, labelled 1;2;3;4, respectively.
Fig. 3. Plots of the dimensionless pressure P versus ka for q ¼ 4;g ¼ 4; kz ¼ 1:2 with a ¼ 0;p=6;p=4;p=3;p=2 (curves labelled 1;2;3;4;5, respectively): (a) s ¼ 0;
(b) s ¼ 0:4.
Fig. 4. Plots of the dimensionless pressure P versus ka for q ¼ 4;g ¼ 4; kz ¼ 1:2
with a ¼ 0;p=6;p=4;p=3;p=2 (curves labelled 1;2;3;4;5, respectively): s ¼ 0:4.
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a is allowed to depend on R but for simplicity here we take it to be
constant.
5.1. Radial transverse isotropy
In this case the preferred direction is represented by the unit
vector M with MR ¼ 1, and it is straightforward to show that
M ¼ 1
2
sðg 1Þð2k2akz þ g 1Þ; ð48Þ
which depends linearly on both s and kz and quadratically on ka and
g, where ka ¼ a=A is the value of kh on r ¼ a. Note, in particular, that
M does not depend on the transverse isotropy. This is not surpris-
ing since at ﬁxed kh and kz the torsion just rotates the direction of
transverse isotropy and does not change its length.
Formulas for P and Nr can also be obtained explicitly, but their
expressions are quite lengthy and not enlightening, so we omit
them and just provide some numerical results. In particular, for
the ﬁxed values of q ¼ 4;g ¼ 4 and kz ¼ 1:2 we plot them in
Fig. 2 versus ka for a series of values of s, speciﬁcally
s ¼ 0; 0:3; 0:5; 0:7.
Suppose that the axial stretch kz is applied ﬁrst with P ¼ 0. This
requires an axial load N and, for non-zero s, end moments M. The
value of ka at P ¼ 0 depends on both kz and s, and then the pres-Fig. 5. Plots of the dimensionless moment M versus ka for q ¼ 4;g ¼ 4; kz ¼ 1:2 wi
(b) s ¼ 0:4. In (a), for a ¼ 0;p=2;M  0.sure increases as ka is increased until it reaches a maximum, after
which it decreases monotonically to an approximately constant va-
lue, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) for several different values of s. For a
given value of ka, larger values of s require larger values of P. On
the other hand, in Fig. 2(b) the curves show that the dimensionlessth a ¼ 0;p=6;p=4;p=3;p=2 (curves labelled 1;2;3;4;5, respectively): (a) s ¼ 0;
Fig. 6. Plots of the dimensionless moment M versus ka for q ¼ 4;g ¼ 4; kz ¼ 1:2
with a ¼ 0;p=6;p=4;p=3;p=2 (curves labelled 1;2;3;4;5, respectively): s ¼ 0:4. Fig. 8. Plots of the dimensionless reduced axial load Nr versus ka for
q ¼ 4;g ¼ 4; kz ¼ 1:2 with a ¼ 0;p=6;p=4;p=3;p=2 (curves labelled 1;2;3;4;5,
respectively): s ¼ 0:4.
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maximum, after which it decreases as ka increases and then be-
comes negative, increasingly so for larger s.5.2. Transverse isotropy with MR ¼ 0
In this case M ¼ MHEH þMZEZ , where MH ¼ cosa and
MZ ¼ sina. For the special case of circumferential transverse isot-
ropy (a ¼ 0) M is again given by (48), but the expressions for P
and Nr are quite lengthy even for this case and even more so for
the general case, so are not included here. The results for P and
Nr are again illustrated numerically, along with results for M
, as
functions of ka for the values q ¼ 4;g ¼ 4; kz ¼ 1:2 as well as for
different values of s and a.
Again the axial stretch is applied ﬁrst, requiring not only an ax-
ial load but also, depending on a, a moment, even when s ¼ 0.
Thus, the value of ka at P ¼ 0 depends on kz; s and a, and P is then
increased from zero as ka is increased from its value at P ¼ 0.
First, Figs. 3 and 4 show the results for P. The qualitative
behaviour of each of the curves in Fig. 3(a), for which s ¼ 0, is
the same, and all the curves increase monotonically with ka. More-
over, for a given value of ka larger values of a are associated with
smaller values of the pressure. For the curve 5, for which
a ¼ p=2, it follows from (44)1 that I4 ¼ k2z and the radial behaviour
of the tube is just that of a neo-Hookean isotropic material (the
term in q in (46) does not contribute to the pressure).
When s is not zero the clear pattern of Fig. 3(a) is signiﬁcantly
altered, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) for positive s and Fig. 4 for neg-Fig. 7. Plots of the dimensionless reduced axial load Nr versus ka for q ¼ 4;g ¼ 4; kz ¼ 1:2
(b) s ¼ 0:4.ative s. Indeed, the results for positive and negative s are very
different because the directions of transverse isotropy have differ-
ent inﬂuences in the two cases. For example, for s ¼ 0:4 the curve
2 for a ¼ p=6 or 3 for a ¼ p=4, requires the largest value of the
pressure to achieve a given radial expansion beyond a certain level
whereas it is curve 1 for s ¼ 0 or for s ¼ 0:4. It is worth remark-
ing that for a thin-walled tube, but not in the case of a thick-walled
tube, it is easy to show, by approximating the expression (31) and
using the energy function (46), that for given values of s; kz and the
initial radius R of the tube, there is an angle a for which the pres-
sure is independent of q. This is given by tana ¼ 1=ðsRkzÞ, and in
this case the radial response of the tube is again neo-Hookean in
character. Note that the curve 1 in Fig. 4 is the same as that in
Fig. 3(a) and (b), although this is not apparent since the vertical
scales are different. We also note that the results for negative s
can be reproduced from those for positive s by changing the range
of values of the angle a.
In Figs. 5 and 6, plots ofM against ka are provided, correspond-
ing to those in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, for the three values of s.
It is clear that for s ¼ 0, by symmetry, the moment is exactly zero
for a ¼ 0 and a ¼ p=2, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Furthermore, for a ¼ 0
it follows that I4 ¼ k2h (independent of c) and the value ofM, as gi-
ven by (48), corresponds to that for the neo-Hookean case. Again,
there is a sharp distinction in the behaviour for positive and nega-
tive values of s. In Fig. 5(b), corresponding to positive s, the mo-
ment is positive for all angles a, but, for negative s, as Fig. 6
illustrates, M, although mainly negative, can be positive for cer-with a ¼ 0;p=6;p=4;p=3;p=2 (curves labelled 1;2;3;4;5, respectively): (a) s ¼ 0;
Fig. 9. Plot of (a) the dimensionless pressure P and (b) the momentM versus s for q ¼ 4;g ¼ 4 and stretches kz ¼ 1:2 and ka ¼ 1:2 and for a ¼ 0;p=6;p=4;p=3;p=2 (curves
labelled 1;2;3;4;5, respectively).
Fig. 10. Plot of the dimensionless reduced axial load Nr versus s for q ¼ 4;g ¼ 4
and stretches kz ¼ 1:2 and ka ¼ 1:2 and for a ¼ 0;p=6;p=4;p=3;p=2 (curves labelled
1;2;3;4;5, respectively).
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the curves 1 in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 6 are the same.
Figs. 7 and 8 provide plots of Nr against ka for the three values of
s. As can be seen from Fig. 7(a), as the angle a decreases from p=2
to 0 the reduced axial load turns from positive to negative as ka in-
creases. Again, when s is not zero the ordering of the curves for
different a changes, and there is a signiﬁcant difference in the re-
sponse between positive and negative values of s. The curves 1
are the same in each case, and the curves 5 in Fig. 7(b), and
Fig. 8 are also the same.
Thus far, all the plots show curves plotted with ka as the abscis-
sa. To provide and alternative view, we now ﬁx ka ¼ 1:2 and
kz ¼ 1:2 and plot P;M and Nr in Figs. 9(a) and (b) and 10, respec-
tively, as functions of s for the same representative angles a as in
the previous plots. The pressure and the reduced axial force are
even functions of s for a ¼ 0 and a ¼ p=2, but not for the other an-
gles. We note that all the a ¼ 0 curves correspond in general to
smaller magnitudes of P;M and Nr than are associated with the
other angles. This is because, for a ¼ 0; I4 does not depend on s.
The transverse isotropy therefore has a stiffening effect.6. Concluding remarks
In this paper we have shown that the considered deformation of
extension, inﬂation and torsion of a thick-walled circular cylindri-cal tube is only controllable for certain directions of transverse
isotropy, and for these directions it is also universal relative to
the considered class of transverse isotropy. We have considered a
very simple model of transverse isotropy by way of illustration,
and have shown, even for this simple model, how the direction
of transverse isotropy has a signiﬁcant effect on the pressure, (re-
duced) axial load and torsional moment response of a thick-walled
elastic tube undergoing ﬁnite deformations. When specialized to
the linear theory, this model, as shown in Merodio and Ogden
(2005), yields only two elastic constants instead of the three asso-
ciated with a general incompressible transversely isotropic linearly
elastic material. More general nonlinear models that do capture
the full linear specialization with three elastic constants can of
course be considered and will undoubtedly lead to somewhat dif-
ferent results. The present model, however, is sufﬁcient for our
purposes.
We should also point out that restricted forms of transversely
isotropic constitutive laws are not in general able to fully capture
available experimental data. In particular, both I4 and I5 are needed
if the inﬁnitesimal longitudinal and transverse shear moduli of the
material are different, as explained by Murphy (2013); see also the
discussions in Destrade et al. (2013) and Pucci and Saccomandi
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